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Abstract1
The object of study in this article are the public symbols, collective memory and identity
practices associated with three ‘places of memory’ in the Republic of Moldova: the Spiritual
Complex „Lumânarea Recunoştinţei” (“The Candle of Recognition”), Monastic Complex
„Mănăstirea Căpriana” (“Căpriana Monastery”) and Military Glory Complex „Capul de Pod
Şerpeni” (“Bridgehead Serpeni”). The research is circumscribed by the idea that during successive
post-totalitarian administrations, the project of creating a “Moldovan nation” had built up its own
ideological “liturgy” meant to impose upon public consciousness the idea of continuity, tradition
and, finally, legitimacy of access to power. In this context, the study should (1) delineate strategies
for instrumentalizing public symbols in political projects to promote “Moldovenism”, (2) distinguish its semantic platforms, and (3) analyze, regarding ‘places of memory’, the interaction of
commemoration practices.
Investigation of the field material and analysis of public discussions result in a conclusion
that in post-Soviet Moldova, memory communities are in a process of negotiation without acceptance in integrum of the official discourse. Attempts by the state to instrumentalize places of memory at this stage favors an articulation of contexts, attitudes and debates of counter-memory (Zarubavel 1995), in consent with affirmed norms, values and social conventions.
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Introduction
Residents in the “Renaşterii [Naţionale]” boulevard in Chisinau, in a morning in 2005,
were taken aback by changes made on the monument plate „Eroilor Comsomolului Leninist” („To
heroes of the Leninist Komsomol”) inherited from the Soviet era. The inscription had ‘lost’ overnight the first two letters which gave it an euphemistic connotation. In the following days, the vandalism of the monument „[Er]oilor Comsomolului Leninist” („To „[Hero]ewes of the Leninist
Komsomol”), had become a scandalous subject in mass-media, while authorities quickly interfered
to correct and renovate the inscription. The monument was left as a complement in the gallery of
public symbols, along with other “vehicles of the memory” (Brabazon 2005) dedicated or inaugurated recently “under auspices” or “by initiative” of official authorities. During 2001-08, projects
of “cultural nationalization” (Lofgren 1989) in the Republic of Moldova, in their search for instruments of social mobilization, have come to contain elements of both “imperial” ideology and “national” ideology, which due to its ambiguous nature has caused emergence of competing memories, practices and symbols. The ideological discourse has determined in the rhetoric of
“Moldovenism”2 and practices of implementation of values of “a multinational Moldovan people”
principles in accordance with places of memory that should serve as a passable symbolic narrative
for exemplification, explanation and justification of historic continuity of Moldovan statehood.
In this context, the study proposes to take an approach to public symbols, places and practices of memory on the basis of three case studies: Spiritual Complex „Lumânarea Recunoştinţei”,
Monastic Complex „Mănăstirea Căpriana” and Military Glory Complex „Capul de Pod Şerpeni”.
What are public symbols that represent organization and contents of the power discourse and how
such discourse was resumed, changed and re-built by the memory discourse, represented by the
narrative of ordinary people? – was a serious dilemma throughout the entire study. In order to follow on the dialogue between the discourse of power and collective memory the study should (1)
define strategies of instrumentation of public symbols in political projects for promotion of
“Moldovenism”, (2) differentiate its semantic platforms and (3) analyze “places of memory”, interaction of commemoration practices.

2

The theory of “Moldovenism“ claims that Moldovans represent a different nation than Romanian nation, different
“Moldovan” language and in the same time exalts benefactions of the USSR in the area between Prut and Dniester.
The ideology of “Moldovenism” can be seen in works signed by the leading theoreticians of “Moldovenism’, “History
of Moldova” by Vasile Stati and, accordingly, “Statehood of Moldovan people” by Victor Stepaniuc, and it is based on
the idea that Romanians have occupied in January 1918, the Democratic Republic of Moldova, and liberated in 1941
by the Red Army.
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In accordance with the official discourse, Spiritual Complex „Lumânarea Recunoştinţei”,
Monastic Complex „Mănăstirea Căpriana” and Military Glory Complex „Capul de Pod Şerpeni”
are intended to represent a connection between the past and present. “When viewed together, these
monuments – says the President of the Republic of Moldova, Vl. Voronin in his speech dedicated
to “liberation of Moldova from fascist occupation” on 23 August 1944, - are important marks for
statehood and spirituality of our people (Moldovan people, author’s remark)”. In opposition to this
idea, a participant in commemoration of “Soviet rate of Basarabia” on 26 June 1940 says:
- Căpriana Monastery, Soroca Monument (“Lumânare Recunoştinţei”, author’s remark) and the
Memorial in Şerpeni, along with the Statue of Ştefan the Great and Saint are four pillars that support the theory of “Moldovenism” – a true spiritual genocide of Romanian people in modern Basarabia. (Andrei, 52 years, Romanian language, 2008)

Fairly enough, public symbols - monuments, school books, museums or national celebrations constitute a platform for identification of societies in relation with the past; these are symbolic contexts where society projects its identity image. They summarize the quintessence of the
concept of places of memory (“lieux de mémoire”), and create controversies and inspire debates on
speeches, memories and practices of collective identity.
The process for elaboration of identity policy after 1991 in the Republic of Moldova has
seen some radical ideological transformations, and evolved from a formula of “two states – one
nation” to “two states – two nations” or, metaphorically speaking, from independence with a “posttotalitarian” nature to independence with “national Moldovan specificity”. The critical moment
occurred on 5th of February 1994 by called a Congress "Our home – Republic of Moldova”
(probably, it is a replica of a Russian model "Our home - Russia"), where the first President of the
Republic of Moldova, Mircea Snegur has officially re-introduced into circulation a soviet syntagma “Moldovan people”3, and mentioned that people do not want to be “a money of exchange or
somebody’s prey, does not want to hear that the country is wanted as a territory, like it does not
have a master” and that “the decision [on proclamation of independence] can and should be considered as fulfillment of an unchanged people’s wish to continue tradition of Moldovans as a statenation” (Snegur 1994). The President’s speech has cardinally changed orientation of identity pol3 Soviet historiography on the concept and ideology of “Moldovenism” has been particularly represented in works
signed by A. M. Lazarev, Evghenii Russev, Pavel Sovetov etc.
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icy of the Republic of Moldova. The new political concept “two states – two people” has been legitimized by Constitution (Constitution of the Republic of Moldova; Dabija 2006) and put into action by insistent demands from authorities to replace the syntagma “History of Romanians” to
“History of Moldova”4.
Given reticence to symbols of soviet ideology and support of national pro-Romanian symbols displayed by a prevailing majority of the society in the Republic of Moldova, authorities have
managed to change the opinions and practices of collective memory towards celebration of the
“Moldovan nation”. So, commemoration of a symbolic event on 31 August 1989 “[Romanian]
Language Day” and accordingly, on 27 August 1991 “Independence Day” that evoke detachment
from identity structures of Hommo Sovieticus have given an ideological form after 1994 to the image of “Moldovan nation”, constitutes from traditions, history, “Moldovan” language which were
supposed to be different from Romanian ones. Or, remodeling of the topography of “places of
memory” has a goal of symbolic legitimization of the ideological concept regarding its statehood
and accordingly formation of an imaginary community – “Moldovan people”.
After election of Petru Lucinschi as the President of the Republic of Moldova (1996-2001)
the identity project did not incur essential changes. The appeal to historic and cultural continuity of
“Moldovenism” has come into life by a Decree no. 666-II on 2 July 1998 signed by the President
Lucinschi “on celebration of some memorable days in the national and universal history and culture, in 1998-2000” which provides, among others, official commemoration of the anniversary of
“640 years from affirmation of state independence of the State of Moldova”. As a result, the narrative of power has anchored “pro-Moldovan” national policy into another ideological extreme, of
“friendship between peoples”. So speech of the President Lucinschi made on occasion of national
celebrations “Independence Day” and “Our Language”, in the Great National Meeting Square on
27 August 1999 and points out “unity of all citizens of the country (Republic of Moldova, author’s
remark) – Moldovans, Russians, Ukrainians, Gagauzians, Bulgarians, Jews ... Nationalities residing in Moldova must become our wealth and pride”.5 This idea will prepare the ground for the
concept “multinational Moldovan people”, developed and intensely instrumented in the spirit of
4

Article 1.1 from the new Constitution adopted on 29 July 1994 provides that “the Republic of Moldova is a sovereign
and independent, unitary and indivisible country.”, while article 13.1 provides that “The language of state in the Republic of Moldova is Moldovan language, applied in Latin alphabet”. In this version, the Supreme Law of the Country
is still raising hot disputes, regarding the argument about “ignorance of scientific truth” and “return to Soviet values”,
which have been cruelly “legalized” by the Constitution” (Dabija 2002).
5
A public speech by Petru Lucinschi made as a President of the Republic of Moldova on occasion of national celebration “Independence Day” and “Our Language”, Great National Meeting Square, 27 August 1999.
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“soviet multiple cultures” by future governments that have a pro-Communist policy; Homeland
and People in the new opinion become abstract political figures and deeply moral, meant to reveal
the primary and obvious reality, pre-existence and pre-destination in history. The main premise of
the ideological discourse is transformation of the nation into a political sanctuary passable to represent, unify and legalize the State, make it a transcendental entity. Transfer of sanctity of an act of
predestined choice has been lead by willingness of the power to populate collective memory with
paradigms of unity - symbols, beliefs, places, etc, thus trying to identify a community destiny of
which is connected to events, living area of the nation, lifestyle etc.
Radical changes in the ideological project of building a “Moldovan nation” have occurred
as a result of parliamentary elections in 2001, when the Communist Party of Moldova came into
the power. After February 2001, authorities of state and official discourse have launched a campaign for persuasive promotion of ideological project regarding existence of “[multinational]
Moldovan people” within a new ex-Soviet country. The campaign for ideological legitimation of
new authorities has been built upon the principle of revival of totalitarian symbols, resuscitation of
iconography and slogans from soviet era, recollection of “peoples’ friendship”, “glory of the soviet
soldier the liberator”, consolidation about “national” (Moldovan) commemoration and traditions
and, none less importantly, manipulation of nostalgic imaginary (Boym 2002).
The idea of “Moldovan” patriotism has been suggested by artificial deepening of discrepancy between Romanian and “Moldovan” national identity, symbolically shapes in the ideological
idéologème “My Homeland – Republic of Moldova”. Later, authorities will evoke images of the
past by active involvement of masses into new rituals for legitimation of power. A series of “national” actions initiated by the “top leaders” of the Republic of Moldova have been instrumented
for legitimation of continuity “over centuries” of the Republic of Moldova, that is selectively
pointing out historical events and images in collective memory. By initiative of the proCommunist government, they commemorated “The year of Ştefan the Great and Saint” (2004),
celebrated anniversary of “60 years of Victory” (2005), organized in a centralized manner
throughout the whole territory of Moldova a campaign for renovation of monuments dedicated to
“Soviet Soldier the Liberator”, reconstructed from the ground up complexes of military glory
“Eternity” and “Capul de Pod Şerpeni”, honored “15 years of independence of the Republic of
Moldova” (2006) etc. Meanwhile, the national celebration “Independence Day” has been subsequently transformed during 2004-07, into “The Day of Republic”, launched the project “Moldovan
village”, inaugurated with a title of “national celebration” – “Wine Festival” etc.
6
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In unison with soviet patterns, ideological project on “Moldovan people” has transferred its
“multinational” dimension, aided by promotion of “international festivals” in the spirit of “centuries old friendship between peoples”. The essence of the concept of “Moldovan multinational people” has been built by suppression of symbols and holidays associated with pro-Romanian discourses, by pursuing the goal of marginalization of Romanian identity constructions in this area.
As a result, from 2001 until now one can see that authorities of state are not interested in the national celebration – “Our Romanian language” on 31 August, or celebration of “Great Union” on
27 March, commemoration of “liberation of Basarabia from Soviet occupation” on 26 July, or
commemoration of “Unification Day” on 1 December, which was declared the national day of
Romania. A large share of Romanian traditions have been claimed by the Ministry of Culture and
Tourism as “alien traditions of Moldovan people”; while speeches of the President reveal an ignoring attitude to Romanian cultural-historic common values for residents on both sides of the Prut,
while in one of his recent speeches he called Romania “the last Empire of Europe” (Ştiri 2007).
In the same time, political structures in opposition promote through competing debates the
idea of unity of people, culture, history and Romanian language, revive images in collective memory and public symbols that carry messages approximated to national Romanian values. One
should mention active involvement of actions for renovation of cemeteries, commemoration of
Romanian soldiers in the territory of the Republic of Moldova, organization of historic celebrations and anniversaries of Romanian writers etc.
Military Glory Complex “Capul de Pod Şerpeni”
Military Glory Complex “Capul de Pod Şerpeni” is on the right Dniester bank almost 40
km East from Chisinau. The memorial has been inaugurated on 24 August 2004 “in memory of
heroes killed during the operation Iaşi-Chişinău in 1944” on the occasion of the 60th anniversary of
“liberation of Moldova from fascist occupation”. Although project of the monument was elaborated ten years before, USSR break-up and movement for national rebirth discontinued commemoration of “soviet liberators”. However in 2002, termination of construction operations has become
a priority of the ruling party, as proposed by Organization for protection of rights of Slavs in
Moldova “VECE”. The Memorial to “soviet liberators” was included on the list of patriotic tourist
itineraries in the Republic of Moldova as a “monument of historical and national importance”.
In August 2004, authorities took considerable efforts to create an impression of “national”
commemoration of “liberation of Moldovan people occupied by fascists” with participation of
7
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“fraternal peoples from former USSR”. It stated that “for purpose of realization of such remarkable
edifice on the Dniester bank, tens of people from Russia and Ukraine provided a substantial support”, while website of the Ministry of Culture invited to take a tourist trip that “equally evokes
history and nature, provides an opportunity to take a tour into the historic past and be served in local households, learn traditions of the Moldovan people” (Complex 2008). Patriotic rhetoric ascribed to the monument in Şerpeni calls for commemoration of “brothers in arms” who fought in
“liberation of Moldovan land”, recognition for “blue skies above our heads”, in unison with patterns of soviet ideology promoted by massive involvement of veterans of “soviet army”, organization of patriotic song festivals, by “annual meetings of generations at the Capul de Pod Şerpeni
complex”, all of these were to become a “national (Moldovan – author remark) tradition”. Inauguration of the “Capul de Pod Şerpeni” complex, in view of the President Vl. Voronin, “has put an
end to a period of historic amnesia and marked the beginning for restoration of monuments to people killed during the World War Two”; “by erecting this monument we have rendered immortality
to heroism, courage and commitment of soldiers whose memory we honor today” (Anghel 2004).
As it was mentioned in the inauguration speech, “the people of Moldova have fully realized
that restoration of dignity of the land and the country is possible only by restoring sacred belief in
steadfast friendship between nations”. As a result, veterans from Moldova participated in the
ceremony only in the campaign for veterans from Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Belarus and Russia,
while the war was recalled as “The Great War for Homeland Defense”. In this context, commemoration of events in 1941-45, in the vein of ruling party’s discourse, raised questions and polemics
in press regarding commemoration of all soldiers killed in the World War Two, along with retorts
to ideological view circumscribed in memory of the soviet “homeland”. In the same time, unbalanced treatment of historic memory is feeding ideological mythology of “brothers for centuries”
against “eternal foes”. It has emphasized “occupation by Romanian fascists” discontinued by “liberation of the Republic of Moldova by the Red Army” and as a result, an idiosyncratic attitude of
officials to cemeteries of Romanian soldiers and veterans of the Romanian Army.
It should be mentioned that official rhetoric avoids enlightening of certain inconvenient aspects of triumphal mythology, but known to simple people. One of them is the fight for “Capul de
Pod Şerpeni”; albeit it was the bloodiest episode in Iaşi-Chişinău operation, it did not split the offensive direction of the Red Army. In August 1944, about 11000 soldiers died in battle merely
mimicking the onslaught in this direction. Now from many thousands of soldiers massacred in the
battle field, only a part of them are commemorated in a Christian manner, while the memorial
8
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“Capul de Pod Şerpeni” does not have any inhumation, which remained beyond perimeter of the
complex, without crosses and commemoration plates (Popa 2007).
Presently, Şerpeni Complex is a place of memory dedicated to patriotic education projects,
an area mostly reserved to ideological commemoration. It takes three hectares, the Memorial
“Capul de Pod Şerpeni” symbolically represents the view of the power, after 2001, added an amalgam of architectural elements with a soviet and national-Christian hue: “Eternal Fire”, “Chapel of
Pain”, “Grave of an unknown soldier”, “The Arch of Glory”, “The Wall of Memory”, “Alley of
Victory”, “Alley of Grief”, “Panoramic Terrace”, Commemorative Park, stylized altar and bell
tower. The “Wall of Memory” is followed by symbolic graves of soldiers and marble plates with
inscriptions in Romanian and Russian language: „Noi n-am dispărut, iarbă şi grâu ne-am făcut”
(“We are gone, now we are herbs and wheat”), „Имя твое неизвестно, подвиг твой бессмертен”
(“Your name is unknown, your deed is immortal”), „Eroilor războiului - glorie” (“Glory to war
heroes”) etc. The cross and bell tower tell visitors “about rebirth of Moldovan historic continuity,
and restored recognition to past generations” (Complex 2008).
Christian-orthodox aspect had been attributed to the complex in the last stage of construction works. It did not happen, however, by initiative of the power, but by initiative of architects,
who insisted on giving the memorial a “Christian aspect”, which was implemented by a Christian
cross and a bell tower in the center of the memorial. Moreover, they did not exclude that in the future list of soldier killed in the Capul de Pod Şerpeni battle will be supplemented by names of soldiers enrolled in the Romanian Army (Popa 2007).
Field material, like in other cases, denotes symbols and memories that contradict the discourse of the power. In discussions with people near that place we have found reasons for reticence
to “Voronin’s monument”:
- The existing monument is not placed where soldier who died in the war … they displaced it so it
can be seen across the Dniester. We go a church near the village cemetery … sorry for people who
died and did not know what for … They were told that they fight for their Homeland. My homeland
is my village. (Mihai, 50 years, Romanian language, Şerpeni, 2006)

In opposition to ideological mythology, collective memory displays a different perception
of the war, calls for reconciliation, forgiveness and recollection in Christian vein. Now participants
in events on 24 August 1944 disagree with the official pathos. Their memories evoke the horror of
9
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what had happened6. Pavel, Red Army veteran, took part in commemoration in 2007, recollects
about “red water in Dniester” during the war and talks about reconciliation and forgiveness in
agreement with “cultural vehicles” of his own community:
- Let the hatred alone … it is a good thing that cemeteries of Romanian soldiers have been reinaugurated; these soldiers should be commemorated and their memory should be honored by other
resident of the village, family, relatives… (Pavel, 83 years, Romanian language, 2007)

Collective memory of the Şerpeni community insists on two commemorative legitimations
– both for Red Army soldiers, and to Romanian Army soldiers. It can be seen from village residents’ words that in collective imaginary both memories are compatible and equally important.
They continue to “remember the dead in a Christian manner”, regardless of political belonging,
following traditions and values that are indisputably “harder” than official ones.
By analyzing the above-stated, in the context of manipulation attempts by anchoring public
opinion in historic moments “convenient” to political structures of the Republic of Moldova, we
can identify the tendency of selective commemoration of the past. Collective memories should be
rebuilt, but not reproduced. Therefore, Şerpeni Complex seems to carry two messages: a message
represented by official memory and second message – collective memory. In collective consciousness the war and human tragedy have cast a shadow on the narrative of victory and liberation.
Spiritual Complex “Lumânarea Recunoştinţei”
The monument “Lumânarea Recunoştinţei”, erected on the cliff over the old Dniester, at
the Soroca outskirts “is one of the most important structures in modern history of Moldova” –
reads the official website of the Ministry of Culture and Tourism of the Republic of Moldova.
“Here lay, cast into foundation, connected like stones, suffering, hopes and labor of many generations of our compatriots. Such extraordinary epopee is dedicated to all destroyed monuments of
Moldovan culture.” The same sources tells us that “Lumânarea Recunoştinţei”, “grows from the
depth of our past, represents an honor to all unknown heroes, who preserved the culture, language
and history of Moldova in polychrome palette of human civilization, and immortalizes memory of
a great unknown poet, the author of ballad “Mioriţa”. Immediately after inauguration, on 27 March
6

A relevant fact is that soviet literature described Şerpeni events in summary. Soviet historiographs and writers tried
to avoid "bloody in shameful details" of Şerpeni battle.
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2004, the monument was included on the list of national “major sights” for tourist in the Republic
of Moldova, promoted as “national monument, symbol of Moldovan people, which […], certainly,
will complement the visit card of Moldova.”
The idea for creation of a monument in honor of „Badea Mior” has come from the writer
Ion Druţă. In 1995, near Soroca city a foundation stone was laid for a monument of an unknown
poet under the name „Badea Mior”, intended as a place of pilgrimage for Moldovans willing to do
honors to predecessors. It should be mentioned that „Badea Mior” is a symbolic name, popedup
and introduced in the imaginary of soviet epoch by Ion Druţă, referring to an unknown writer of
the ballade “Mioriţa”. The syntagma “mioritic land”, “mioritic verb” that has created a symbolic
context for the monument of „Badea Mior” initially suggested “the idea of common Romanian
spatiality”. Over time, the unknown poet had been identified with an apostle, a Moses “who have
guided us through endless suffering of our existence” along with an element of another myth about
survival of our people. In the context of this myth the writer had shaped an image of an unknown
writer, and offered to make a monument for him” (Şleahtiţchi 2002).
After communist party took the power, the idea has been largely supported by authorities,
including by allotment of funds from the budget of state for continuation of construction operations. “Top Leaders” of Moldova encouraged Druţă’s initiative hoping that it will strengthen
“Moldovan patriotism”, while invoking the memory of “our compatriots” will anchor the idea of
historic continuity of “Moldovan” statehood. ‘Badea Mior’ complex is meant to become a national
monument for many generations”, contribute to “development of patriotic feelings of fellowmen
and, in the first place, of children in our country”, and become an “invaluable cultural monument,
a part of national wealth”. In view of the President, the “monument will become an invaluable contribution to national culture, a part of our national wealth” and, along with “Căpriana Monastery”
and “Capul de Pod Şerpeni”, will represent continuity between epochs and generations (Nezavisimaya Moldova 2003).
In 2001, construction campaign was controlled by the President of the Republic of
Moldova, but the monument was re-named from „Badea Mior” into “Lumânarea Recunoştinţei”
(the name varied in different cases between “Lumânarea …” (“Candle …”) and “Candela…”
(“Icon Lamp…”)) and declared as “a symbol of Moldovan people”. The monument was inaugurated officially on 27 March 2004, in presence of “leading persons of state”, representatives of cultural institutions, local sponsors, students, teachers, residents of nearby villages. The writer Ion
Druţă did not hesitate to mention: “Do you still remember enthusiasm that covered the whole
11
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Moldova 15 years ago, when the idea of erecting this monument appears? Every village, every
household responded to our call. Students would bring a dusty ruble to school earned by their parents in kolkhoz fields, they brought love and humility, they realized the fact that they take part in a
historic event – immortalization of memory of a great unknown poet, the author of Mioriţa. Now
those students are grown up people and could say: “We did something together with our parents in
this world – here in Soroca we’ve erected Lumânarea Recunoştinţei in memory of Badea Mior”
(Ziarul Universitatea 2004). Officials pointed out involvement of citizens “with labor, belief,
money in creating this monument”, and legimitized it as a collective work.
Of course, the monument had caused discussions. Specialists from the Department of Fine
Arts and Architecture did not agree with aesthetical appearance of what supposed to be a “national
symbol”7, and appeared to be taken aback by “tolerance” of the writer Ion Druţă to a project qualified by specialists as “a sample of subculture and primitiveness, …a bizarre and none esthetical
creation”, “a 25 meter high phallus?!”, “a deeply pagan construction” (Cheianu 2003).
Tudor Zbârnea, director of the National Museum of Art expressed the following opinion:
- Badea Mior is an absurdity, a non-value that has consumed huge financial resources that could be
used for restoration of true monuments. (Chişinău, Romanian language, 2008)

Also we’ve met metaphorical associations about the supposed “verticality, parallel with
such steadfast column that roots in the ancient soil and rises into the infinity” (Ziarul Universitatea
2004).
Nicolae Bulat, director of the Museum „Cetatea Sorocii”, says „The Monument - a … candle of stone standing above the Dniester initially was erected as an honor to the unknown author of
the ballade ’Mioriţa’. That is an honor to ’Badea Mior’, an “invented” shepherd in order to give the
ballade a “purely Moldovan” origin. It was lit on 27 March 2004”… in order to “steal” the meaning of a sacred day in the history of Basarabians: 27 March 1918. Unification with Romania. What
kind of recognitions? It should have been a different recognition!” (Jurnal Naţional 2007).
In perception of “simple people” the monument „Lumânarea Recunoştinţei” has a opposing
meaning to the opinion of the power. Local communities accept the new public symbol, but it has a
selective integrity in collective imaginary; the official message of the monument was re-interpreted
7

Personal interview with Gh. Postică, at that time members of the Commission for protection of historic and cultural
monuments (Chişinău, November, 2007).
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and re-adjusted. For example, an article in local mass-media identifies the date of monument inauguration as a commemoration of the events on 27 March 1918 – the day when unification of Basarabia and Romania was proclaimed in 1918. Location of that symbol in the heart of the Soroca
province is viewed as an honor where in 1918 took place first spontaneous meetings that called for
unification with Romania. So, “we can light a candle of recognition for people in a distant 1918
who by intuition and fact gave us 22 years of Romanism?” (Zagaevschi [?]).
In opinion of local people the monument represents a place where Latin world comes into
existence, “Dniester water divides Romanian language and Russian language”, which is still a
pride for Soroca residents, because they speak Romanian language and it was not replaced by Russian language, like it happened in other bordering localities (Romanian Global News 2005). Given
such background attitudes, some Soroca stated that they can forgive Druţă the write for cooperating with communist government, only for erecting a symbol of Romanism / Sorocism with financial support from the communist government.
Interviews taken from “simple people” showed their abstinence from using euphemisms
regarding the monument, because they consider the day of inauguration rather as an attack on the
idea of Romanism than a “strategic” action from Ion Druţă the writer:
- They wanted to strip us from a celebration … it was a strike in the heart, when they opened the
“Candle” on 27 March. It’s the communist way of depriving us of national celebrations. ... and
Druţă now is considered a Moldovan too. (Andrei, 56 years, Romanian language, 2008)

Responses to a question: “What does the monument mean for you?” as a rule shows that
local people did not accept the official message. Efforts for integration of the new symbol have a
greater success by local commemoration and less by commemoration organized by “Chisinau officials”:
- [The monument] is beautiful, we often go there and lay flowers, take pictures; people go there on
their wedding day to take part in a religious ceremony in the chapel. Albeit it was built by Chisinau,
the monument is ours, residents of Soroca. (Olga, 46 years, Romanian language, 2007)
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- No one from Chisinau would come here to organize something. We come there in visit alone. We
were there before construction of the monument in order to see the view on the hill bottom. (Ion, 30
years, Romanian language, 2007)

Elderly people pointed out to me that the place where the monument is located was a public
place before, it was called “Soroca Hill”. People visited it in particular on holidays, couple in love
willing to admire panoramic view on the bordering river, Dnister:
- I remember that place. It’s at the entrance to Soroca towards Floreşti… I invited her too [Marusea,
present wife] to see it on May 9th … because it was beautiful, unusual to see things at distances.
(Dumitru, 59 years, Romanian language, 2007)

We have found one more discrepancy in representation of the monument. Opinion of the
authorities did not describe the “Candle” of national commemoration with a hue of patriotic education. On 27 August, the “Day of Independence/Republic”, not even in 2007 and in previous years,
did not show presence of “top leaders” or practices for commemoration at the monument that
claims to evoke culture and history of “Moldovan people”. In other words, residents of Soroca and
nearby village go to the monument for other reasons than “suggested from the top”, visit it together
with their families, relatives. For example, young people prefer coming to the monument on daysoff and not necessarily in the context of local holidays, for example church anniversary (28
August). A group of adolescents from Soroca, when asked when they participated last time in rituals organized in a centralized manner near the monument, hardly could refer to … the day of tourism (27 September):
- We go to the monument on the day of tourism, from school, during a bicycle competition … (adolescents, Romanian language, 2007)

During the interview, local residents talk about the monument as a member of the community, symbolically “adopted” by the community and placed in the local identity values:
- It is ours, nobody would come from Chişinău, like they forgot about it. (Lilia and Andrei, 24
years, Romanian language, Soroca, 2007)
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- It has nothing to do with Chişinău… now. They came for inauguration. Now we take care of the
“Candleling”. (Slavic, 26 years, Russian language, Soroca, 2007)

Adolescents usually personalize it by using the diminutive “Candleling”, and avoid using
the other official name („Candela”), thus integrating the monument in the local iconography and
eliminate the “national” one.
We have seen affection towards the monument of all interviewed people, their responses
would describe many details about architecture of the monument, the beauty that they enjoy by
looking at the Dniester from “the top”. They have proudly mentioned that each time the count
steps have to make each time when they climb on their monument, which sound more than an invitation, similar to local initiation in being considered a Soroca resident.
Monastic Complex “Căpriana Monastery”
Foundation of “Căpriana Monastery” goes back to 1429. The ensemble of the Monastery,
which has become a spiritual center of medieval Romanian culture in this area, it includes three
churches: summer church “The Dormition of the Virgin”, reconstructed by Petru Rareş in 1545
and changed in 1821 by the metropolitan Gavriil Bănulescu-Bodoni; winter church "Saint Gheorghe", built by the hegumen Teofilact and a new winter church "Saint Nicolae", erected in 1903.
Căpriana monastery has been marginalized and devastated during the soviet regime and re-opened
in the context of movement to national rebirth, a context in which it is perceived by the society
and, initially, by authorities as a symbol of post-totalitarian value. Today, the official website of
the Ministry of Culture and Tourism in the section “Welcome to Moldova!” tells us: “In a picturesque Codru forest area, 40 km North-West from Chişinău, you can find one of the oldest monasteries in Moldova - Căpriana (founded in 1429). For a long time it was a residence of the metropolitan of Moldova, it was a cloister of masters, among which Ştefan cel Mare, here lived the
chronicler Eftimie and one of the first poets of Moldova - Chiprian”.
From the beginning of 90s, in a paradox manner, the monastery was left for more than a
decade deprived of governors’ attention with “national policies” and “democratic orientation”.
Renovation has started after 2001 “under the auspices” of Vl. Voronin, by proposal of the State
Company „Teleradio-Moldova”, Ion Gonţa. He, in his turn, did it by request from Căpriana resident Tudor Ungureanu, the head of ethnographic formation „Ştefan Vodă” and president of
„Căpriana” Foundation (Curierul Ortodox, 2005). However, something makes us to believe that
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choice of Căpriana Monastery from many cult places destroyed during the soviet regime was an
haphazard thing:
- … it was 3 March 2001, after coming into office, Voronin has come to Căpriana … he wanted to
give a 100`000 Lei as a donation … father Cheibaş (secretary of the Moldovan Metropolitan,
Vadim Cheibaş author’s remark) proposed him to go to Căpriana. (…) The president Preşedintele
Snegur tried before to do this, but he did not go … Voronin had attended the service, together with
V. Tarlev, Z. Grecianîi et al. He did not like how he was received … when he saw the monastic
elder, he did not give him money, and said ‘There is no master in this place!’. In exchange, during
an improvised excursion on site, we told him about Alexandru the Good, Ştefan the Great, Petru
Rareş ..., explained that the monastery is unique in the territory of Moldova. We told him that it is
the only church built in Moldovan architectural ecclesiastic style, the only monastery that was a
cloister for all governors, great Moldovan voivodes and proposed that the state should follow example of predecessors, and renovate it. A marathon could be held for money raising ..." (Gh.
Postică, archeologist, Romanian language, 2008)

During his first term, Voronin pointed out many times that despite economic difficulties
authorities of state will continue restoration of cult objects, where the initiative for reconstruction
of the Căpriana Monastery will be an example for this purpose; since „maintenance and promotion
of Christian-Orthodox traditions and values is not just a duty, but the need for each Christian”.
Meanwhile, there were organized TV and radio marathons, raised fund, reorganized monastery
administration and called a commission of specialists from different areas:
- The impulse was information about governors and unique style in Moldova. Voronin realized that
the idea is very good … he took it seriously and made an unprecedented work. Now when I look
back … now Căpriana is very beautiful, but it has lost its authenticity, … in many places elements
of property have been erased. I would never think that at such level they do not consider the laws.
Now I think it would be better that in 2001 everything remained the same so we could keep authentic things … (Gh. Postică, archeologist, Romanian language, 2008).

Critics from specialists have underlined the ruinous role of political pre-concepts employed
in renovation of the monastic ensemble in Căpriana: „Renovation was performed on the basis of
criteria that were hard to define after inspection of the building. Any way it was not preservation of
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the artistic and historic scarce property in Moldova. Maybe they wanted to create a “luxury” place,
where rich people will feel at home?” (Cireş, Lazăr 2007)
Căpriana monastery renovated during and according to perception of the communist government must represent in the spiritual aspect of the project of “Moldovan nation”. Official rhetoric is ready to compare the Monastic Complex in Căpriana with cult localities in European Union,
promoting it as an orthodox symbol of Moldovenism. “Make some understandable images of our
people. …the picture must be realistic and beautiful. I’ve been to Italy and I really liked Capella
Sistina. … if we had something of this kind in Căpriana...” – said Vl. Voronin to painter in
Căpriana Monastery (Cheianu, 2005).
Meanwhile, Căpriana Monastery has been proposed for the UNESCO property list, which
also has caused discussions among specialists. They had the courage to insist on renovation as
close as possible to international standards for preservation of property, so as to save authenticity
of certain elements:
- Meanwhile, they got the idea of including Căpriana on the UNESCO property list. Together with
colleagues we have convinced the President that … there are certain rules … brought in scientific
data. Voronin agreed to preserve medieval style of windows, walls should preserve Petru Rareş’s
style, the paint will be prepared by a recipe brought from Romania …, while the façade and bell
tower (build after the rest of the building, author’s remark) – should be made in G. Bănulescu
Bodoni style, that did not meet the authentic version, with a tower instead of bell tower. (Gh.
Postică, archeologist, Romanian language, 2008).

In private discussion, I realized archeologists’ and architects’ hope that in the near future it
will be renovated in authentic style, thus avoiding elements of modern epoch, introduced in the
tsarist epoch:
- … then we said „Let us bring down the tower bell!”, but the colleagues interfered: „Let’s make
windows and the wall, and then we can pull down the tower bell …” (Gh. Postică, archeologist,
Romanian language, 2008).

From discussions about historic-cultural aspects of the renovation process of monastic
complex, we have state that authorities in their driving speeches do not hesitate appealing to sym-
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bolic resources of collective consciousness. The chief of state appealed to Christian population,
encouraging charity for restoration of the „Căpriana” complex because "only with confidence in
tomorrow and by common efforts we will be able to overcome existing hardships and ensure prosperity and wellbeing of our country"; while in his speech on occasion of „St. Gheorghe” Church
sanctification (6 May 2005), the President remarked consolidation capacity of “our people”, for
restoration of the monastic complex was possible only „thanks to consolidation of the entire society in the name of orthodox belief, love to the country and respect to monuments of spiritual and
historic importance for our nation”. Along with „Lumânarea Recunoştinţei” in Soroca and „Memorial Complex Şerpeni”, it is the third great achievement of ours, added president Voronin (Sanctification 2005). More recently, “The Dormition of the Virgin” church anniversary (28 August 2007)
the Prime minister, Vasile Tarlev, asked the people in charge in the Government, „to mobilize all
efforts for preparation of this event to the highest standard”, and pointed out that the monastery „is
a complex of historic importance for the country and the entire society facilitated its renovation”
(DECA-press 2007).
As well as in case of „Capului de Pod Şerpeni” or the “Candle”, the official statement diligently underlines involvement of the entire society in the reconstruction campaign of “Căpriana
Monastery”. Actions of the authorities and involvement of the society are presented in official
statements in the manner of a speech for the defense …: “Restoration of the monastic complex
Căpriana was a great attempt for the whole nation. Tens of thousands of citizens, maybe even hundreds of thousands of citizens provided the necessary support as much as they could.” Active involvement of simple people in the process of renovation and a significant audience during religious ceremonies is represented as a “support of Chisinau policy”. Ideological debates manipulate
patriarchic-religious aspects of collective mentality. As a result, parishioners massively subjected
to such ideas sometime confuse references to God and president Voronin:
- Thank you our Lord … Vladimir Voronin, for helping us ! (Grigore, 60 years, Romanian language, 2006)

The field material also reveals other attitudes. Remarks about “importance of belief” and its
role in transmission of identity values prevail:
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- We are happy that churches have opened, we learned from our grandparents to go to church on
holy holidays. (Ana, 62 years, Romanian language, 2006)

Involvement of the communist government in restoration of the Căpriana Monastery
cropped up some misunderstandings among regular people. Collective memory keeps live memories about destroyed churches, shot priests and isolated families for their belief in God but not in
the Communist Party from the Soviet Era. Simple people refuse to understand metamorphoses in
attitudes of past and present communists, in relations with an essential identity value of the community– church. “All these things, as they are seen, are not for the monastery, you should know
that. There will be a priest appointed by the State, who will from “regular hours”. That’s all! Nothing will happen here! …All these things are done for the state, not for monks!” – shared his opinion the bell-ringer in the monastery, Vasile (Cireş, Lazăr 2007).
The crisis of legitimacy of government in the Republic of Moldova coincided with a crisis
of Christian-Orthodox church authority in the Republic of Moldova, officially represented by
Metropolitanate of Moldova subordinated to Moscow and undergoing an intense period with Basarabia Metropolitanate that has pro-Romanian orientation. Along with return to demagogic slogans meant to mobilize the electorate, political class is tempted to accept any ideological changes,
including adoption of some religious value that were denied for a long time by the ideology of
communist party, and get them involved in the discussion about the “Moldovan nation”. In accordance with the project communities loyal to the religious liturgy should accept invasions of a “political liturgy”.
Initiatives for cooperation with church institutions, visit to monasteries, initiatives for renovation of sacred places, participation in religious liturgies pursue the goal of legitimating the identity discourse of the power: demonstrate the communities “changes on the face” of the ex-Soviet
power and its capacity to guarantee peace and calm in the society, consolidate the “Moldovan” society around Christian-Orthodox values. Participation of authorities and involvement of the society
in actions, rituals that accompany the process of accommodation of places of memory to collective
representation “convenient” for the power, become central policies in construction from above of
the collective memory, because often they provide access to contexts and opportunities of identity
negotiation from below.
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In lieu of Conclusions
This is a far for being finished study; it comes to subscribe with the title of contribution beside the multitude of works dedicated to the complicated, ambiguous process of nation-buildings.
The post-soviet nation building in the Republic of Moldova is articulated to an ideological project
of constructing „Moldavian nation” in virtue of which the lieux de memorie were transformed,
trough the official rhetoric’s commemorative process, into the public monuments that have to anchor the national imaginary and to offer the certitude of authenticity and continuity of the „Moldavian nation”. In thins context, the communist government promotes insistently a „national culture”
in the limits of political borders, being preoccupied by the convert the citizens „with an almost religious fervor” (Weber 1976).
The analyzed three case studies in this presentation confirm the opinion regarding the decisive role of collective memory in the identity constructing and its capacity to (re)produce „imagined communities” (Anderson 1991; Connerton 1989). The official discourse tries insistently to
offer, by these monuments, to the society evaluated symbolical values articulated to „moldovenesse”; Appealing selectively to the mechanism of commemorating and forgetting, it puts in values
texts, symbols, slogans, rhetoric from the previous totalitarian epoch, constituting together an ambiguous, contradictory semantically discourse.
The post-soviet discourse of power legitimacy is confronting with reticent attitudes on behalf of ordinary people, being anchored in the multitudes of memories and identity constructs build
on both, the national and imperial symbols. This fact is illustrated by messages of „perception and
consumes” reflected in their public practice of commemorations, different to those promoted by
power.
The fieldwork material and the analysis of symbolical patterns from the public debates
about this issue conduct to the conclusion that in post-soviet Moldova the communities of memory
refused to accept in integrum the ideological discourse of power. The symbolic resonance of
monuments resists to political manipulation, being sometime open toward negotiation. This fact is
one more prove that monuments could became subjects of interpretation, contestation and/or negotiation in the context of competitive discourse and memories. Thus, the re-utilization of public
monuments analyzed in this study show that symbols from the collective imaginary are capable
through evocative images to conserve their message in the collective memory in spite the fact of
being subdue to the dramatically/violent semantic transformations.
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We also note that collective memory in the Republic of Moldova is constituted by at least
two principal blocs, balanced between memory and counter-memory. The solving of this dilemma
is complicated by the fact, that collective memory from this interstitial space between West and
East preserve the memory of deportation, famine, repressions. The official power still refuses to
comment these historical events, applying on them the mechanism of selective remembering and
forgetting. The power apply over them, new models and projects. In this context, local communities elaborated their own mechanism of perpetuation the collective identity, based on the ancestral
values: religion, family, everyday work, ethno/cultural tradition etc, that are opposite to the political valences from the power discourse. In this case, the tradition of commemoration, beside the
language and history, presents in Republica Moldova a resistance of collective memory toward the
amnesia promoted by the ideological discourse.
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Appendixes:8
1. The monument „Eroilor Comsomolului Leninist” („To heroes of the Leninist Komsomol”)
Personal archive.

1.1 The monument plate immediately after

1.2. … and today. 2005 renovation.

8

The pictures are selected from the author’s personal archive and from the official site of the President of the Republic
of Moldova http://www.prezident.md/press.php?lang=rom&p=16&page=0 .
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2. Spiritual Complex „Lumânarea Recunoştinţei” (“The Candle of Recognition”). From the
archive of the official site of the President of the Republic of Moldova.

2.1. & 2.2. President Vladimir Voronin, Soroca. A visit of documentation in 2003.09.09.

2.3. & 2.4. The inauguration of "Lumânarea Recunoştinţei", Soroca, 2004.03.27.
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3.

Monastic Complex „Mănăstirea Căpriana” (“Căpriana Monastery”)
From the archive of the official site of the Prezident of the Republic of Moldova.

3.1. & 3.2. President Vladimir Voronin, Căpriana. A visit of documentation in 2003.06.12.

3.3. & 3.4. Ceremony of inauguration the church "Saint Gheorghe" within the Monastical Complex
“Căpriana” 2004.08.28.
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4. Military Glory Complex „Capul de Pod Şerpeni” (“Bridgehead Serpeni”).
From the archive of the official site of the President of the Republic of Moldova.

4.1. Discussions about financial support for

4.2. Visit of documentation, Şerpeni, 2003.07.17

Military Glory Complex, Chişinău, 2003.04.25)

4.3. & 4.4. Some instances from the official inauguration. 22.08 2004
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4.5. & 4.6. Some instances from the official inauguration. 22.08 2004

5. Iconography of „Republic of Moldova – my Motherland”.
Personal archive. Chisinau, 2007-2008.
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